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Melody & Amazon 
Melody is an appointed Amazon Solution Provider 
Network agency.

Direct weekly update meetings with Amazon HQ

Part of the Amazon Vendor agency programme

Working directly with Amazon Account Managers across 
Europe and North America

Our SEARCH strategy is referenced as ‘best practice’ 
within Amazon presentations 

Our clients’ products ranked no.1 and no.2 best 
sellers (non-Amazon) on Cyber Monday 2020 in the UK. 
16x Roas

As part of the Solution Provider Network, we have 
access to Amazon local, regional and head-office 
stakeholders to help us deliver leading solutions 
for our Clients.

One of only a select few agencies regularly invited 
to the global leadership conferences at Amazon 
HQ in Seattle to help shape the future of gaining 
better brand coverage and ROI.

Running Amazon initiatives across EU10, North America 
(US & Canada) and APAC

Introduction

Generated over ¼ $Billion in sales for our clients. $7.1m
Amazon spend in 2020
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Introduction



Challenger brands have 
never had more potential 
for ecommerce growth



Ecommerce growth is forecast to continue

Retail ecommerce sales worldwide from 2014 to 2024
(in billion US dollars) 



Modular D2C ecommerce tools are widely available



Marketing tools that can be accessed with any budget  



Access to large-scale marketplaces across the world



Challenger brands have 
never had more potential 
for ecommerce growth



Ecommerce growth is forecasted to continue



Modular D2C ecommerce tools are widely available



Marketing tools that can be accessed with any budget  



Access to large-scale marketplaces across the world



Amazon has never been 
more important for brands 
seeking growth
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Amazon’s retail/marketplace GMV continues 
to grow at a high rate

$335B
2019 GMV

$475B
2020 GMV

$42%
GMV growth YoY



63% of online shoppers start their product search on 
Amazon

Source: Statista – global survey completed Feb-March 2020
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Consumers are shopping on Amazon more 
often and will continue to do so

19% > 29%
April > August 2020
People who say they purchase on 
Amazon more often 

12% > 20%
April > August 2020
People who believe they will maintain 
that habit when the pandemic is over

Source: smp COVID-19 tracker study: Wave1: Apr 3rd-6th 2020 (N=2009) / Wave2: May 27th-29th 2020 (N=2009) / Wave3: Aug 14th-18th 2020 (N=2031)



5 learnings from 
challenger brands who 
are winning with Amazon 
marketing



1. Winners understand 
how competitive 
Amazon is



High performance in a high competition category requires 
expertise, time and budget to achieve results

Build a business case for 
the investment required 
to meet performance 
expectations. 

Invest in dedicated 
Amazon resource, 
whether that’s internal or 
external. 

‘headphones’ search w/4 star+: 6000+ results

Melody 
Recommends



2. Winners invest 
in testing for the 
long-term



There are no short-cuts to testing. Building a base of 
knowledge about the category, its dynamics, the 
competition etc. takes time and money.

Ringfence 10% of 
Sponsored Ads budget 
for testing (ongoing) and 
allow 4-10wks to fully 
optimise campaigns for 
brands that are new to 
Amazon

Melody 
Recommends



3. Winners run 
‘always on’ Amazon 
Sponsored Ads



Budget needs to be available and managed for the full 
year, including allowance for seasonal or event-based 
sales peaks

Use the results from the 
initial testing phase to 
build a business case for 
an ‘always on’ budget 
across the year

Melody 
Recommends



4. Winners leverage 
creative opportunities 
to bring their brand to life 
on Amazon



Ensuring all PDP, A+, 
Brand Store content 
clearly communicates 
your brand story and 
differentiated positioning

Melody 
Recommends

A compelling brand 
story and 
differentiated 
positioning helps 
brands to challenge 
market leaders



5. Winners use 
marketing outside 
of Amazon to grow 
Amazon share of search



Amazon does not operate in a vacuum

Purchase journey model source: Think with Google - Decoding Decisions: Making sense of the messy middle report (July 2020)



Advertising affects share of search

Effect of 1 month ad burst with 10% SOV: cars



Sustained advertising grows share of search: 60% of 
searches coming from the long-term effects and 40% 
from short-term effects

Invest up to 60% of 
overall advertising 
budget in longer-term 
brand building 
advertising

Melody 
Recommends

Effect of repeated ad bursts with 10% SOV: cars



Blood Monkey – winning case study



Blood Monkey – giving Amazon shoppers a little 
ginspiration

Tripled sales in the week 
running up to Black 
Friday

Within two months of 
launch, we’d helped the 
brand achieve top 5 
status in the Irish Gin 
category

Winning 
performance



6 Amazon growth 
strategies for challenger 
brands 



✓ Prioritise content
Use everything Amazon gives you



✓ Prioritise content
✓ Test and learnLook for opportunities in the data 



✓ Prioritise content
✓ Test and learn
✓ Build the flywheel

Get your product flywheel spinning



✓ Prioritise content
✓ Test and learn
✓ Build the flywheel
✓ Target brands for   
visibility

Don’t worry about the household names



Keep your brand front of mind

6 Amazon growth strategies for challenger brands 

✓ Prioritise content
✓ Test and learn
✓ Build the flywheel
✓ Target brands for 
visibility
✓ Use all the 
advertising features



Invest in the right places

6 Amazon growth strategies for challenger brands 

✓ Prioritise content
✓ Test and learn
✓ Build the flywheel
✓ Target brands for 
visibility
✓ Use all the 
advertising features
✓ Get the right tools



OLLY’S –
a challenger 
brand 
perspective



1. Key learnings from the first year 
on Amazon 

• There's another pot of revenue at the end of the 
online opportunity rainbow

• Treat every customer as if they are your first / 
don't lose the essence of your brand

• Use other successful brands as a creative rudder

• Manage your expectations - it's a marathon not a 
sprint

• Every day is a school day with Amazon

OLLY’S – a challenger brand perspective



2. Biggest surprises working on Amazon

• Amazon for online = avengers for superheroes

• Like a supersized onion, there are so many layers to it

• Be mindful of the fees & logistics

• It's a universal language

OLLY’S – a challenger brand perspective



3. Working with an agency

OLLY’S – a challenger brand perspective

• Be clear on your objectives & financial goals

• Look for recommendations from other brands you trust & admire

• It's a massive time saver - both now & for the future

• It's your baby always stay in the conversation & keep pushing 
forward

WELL CHOSEN AGENCY 

COOKING WITH GAS

+A GREAT PRODUCT A GAP IN THE MARKET



Q&A



thank you
Aviation House,
125 Kingsway, London
WC2B 6NH
Tel: +44 (0)203 923 4750


